THE RING

1. **THE SPICE PLAZA**: The largest of the four commercial spaces on Coriolis is devoted to the passenger traffic. Below the grand area of the spaceport, there are warehouses used for storage and distribution of imported goods.

2. **THE SPRING PLAZA**: Along with upon-landing, the plaza also houses central banks, post offices, banks, and hotels.

3. **THE LIVESTOCK MARKET**: Coriolis’ famous livestock market, where large livestock auctions and beads occur, housed in a new facility that can be found off the main plaza.

4. **TUBES ALLEY**: The station’s official flip trader market, looking like a large bazaar.

5. **THE SPRING PLAZA**: The cross-junction is the spring plaza, which is the most significant station at its center. Propels, ferrets, badgers, as well as airships, fire-sitters, and several other creatures can be found in this vibrant area.

6. **ARCHAEOLOGY ALLY**: In an arch-shaped alley crammed full of strange and curious findings for sale.

7. **THE SPRING PLAZA**: The place for all forms of spice trade on Coriolis. The Spice Plaza offers exotic flavors from all corners of the horizon, but especially from Max - somewhere from which there is no escape.

8. **THE OZONE PLAZA**: The market in the Ozone Plaza is located around the Ring, but especially from Max - somewhere from which there is no escape.

9. **THE RING**: A wilderness of crisscrossing stairs, balconies, and ground spices.

10. **THE CORE**: The ring is the home of the upper classes of the station and is full of people.

11. **THE LIVING QUARTERS ON THE RING**: The living modules form a mosaic of spaces and ground spices.

12. **THE SPIRE**: The Promenade is a winding path going at the top of the Ring. Bridges, tunnels, and the varied forms of architecture create a visual spectacle and an escape from the routine.
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